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In conclusion as near as I can tell the online prog is money grabing game rip offs of classic games, I know lots of people have posted similar things on here and they may very well be right, but I really don't think so, I believe that the game is a different IP. I know that their website says it comes from the classic game but it just looks to me like
it's stealing it's graphics, but we can't know for sure until some one from the company themselves comes here and gives us some facts. Well, the game looks awesome, and the graphics and character designs are a very good looking continuation of the original, but from what I've read here that's a patch to an old game called Wild Guns and I

can't even find any connection to the game you're talking about, which is just 1pc or something and it doesn't look like a full game, and it's a remake of an old game. I haven't tried the game yet, so I'll let you guys know, but I just thought I'd ask you whether this is really the case or if it's the game coming along with the graphics being
updated, as it's a bit of a confusion on my part. I think you are right, but I'd like to know what is this game called that you can play it on YT. I've never seen a call of duty like this one. But yeah this is a remake of the shooter of the same name. It's fully playable with an online co-op.And I'll tell you what, the graphics are the same, the

character models and animations are the same, but with some modern things that you could say polish the game up. The story is quite funny, and it's easy to get the hang of because the complexity of the action is completely absent. Well, the game looks awesome, and the graphics and character designs are a very good looking
continuation of the original, but from what I've read here that's a patch to an old game called Wild Guns and I can't even find any connection to the game you're talking about, which is just 1pc or something and it doesn't look like a full game, and it's a remake of an old game. I haven't tried the game yet, so I'll let you guys know, but I just
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